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Unit-1 Internal Combustion Engines 

In a design and development phase, an engineer would design an engine taking into account certain goals. 

Targets may include variables such as indicated power, braking power, specific brake consumption, exhaust 

emissions, engine cooling, maintenance-free operation, etc. The other task of the development engineer is to 

reduce costs and improve the power and reliability of an engine. When trying to achieve these goals, you must 

try different design concepts. After design, the engine parts are manufactured for size and surface finish and 

may have certain tolerances. To verify that the engine is designed and developed, it is necessary to test and 

evaluate the performance of the engines. 

Therefore, in general, a development engineer will have to perform a wide range of engine tests, from simple 

measurements of fuel and air flow to complicated nozzle needle diagrams, turbulence models and process 

photographs. of combustion in the combustion chamber. The nature and type of testing will depend on 

several factors, some of which are: the degree of development of the particular design, the required precision, 

the available funds, the nature of the manufacturing company and its design strategy. In this chapter, only 

certain basic tests and measurements will be considered. 

Objectives 

After studying this unit, you should be able to do it 

• U de sta di g the pe fo a e pa a ete s i  the IC e gi e pe fo a e e aluatio . 
• al ulate the IC oto  speed, fuel o su ptio , ai  o su ptio , et ., 
• e aluate e haust s oke a d e haust e issio s, a d 

• It diffe e tiates et ee  the pe fo a es of the SI oto  a d of the CI oto s. 
The engine performance is an indication of the degree of success of the engine in the execution of the 

assigned task, i.e. the conversion of the chemical energy contained in the fuel into a useful mechanical work. 

The performance of an engine is evaluated based on the following: 

• Spe ifi  fuel o su ptio . 
• B ake ea s effe ti e p essu e. 
• Spe ifi  po e . 
• Spe ifi  eight. 

• E haust fu es a d othe  e issio s. 
The particular application of the motor determines the relative importance of these performance parameters. 

For example: for an aircraft engine, specific gravity is more important, while for an industrial engine, specific 

fuel consumption is more important. 

For the evaluation of engine performance, few other parameters are chosen and the effect of various 

operating conditions, design concepts and changes to these parameters is studied. The basic performance 

parameters are as follows: 

• Po e  a d e ha i al effi ie . 
• A tual a e age p essu e a d to ue. 
• Spe ifi  output. 
• Volu et i  effi ie . 
• P opo tio  of fuel ai . 
• Spe ifi  fuel o su ptio . 
• The al effi ie  a d the al ala e. 
• E haust fu es a d other emissions. 

• Spe ifi  eight. 
Power and Mechanical Efficiency 

The main objective of managing an engine is to obtain mechanical power. The power is defined as the working 

speed and is equal to the product of linear force and speed or to the product of torque and angular velocity. 

Therefore, measuring power involves measuring force (or torque) and speed. The force or torque is measured 

with the help of a dynamometer and the speed with a tachometer. 
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The power developed by a motor and measured on the output shaft is called braking power. The total power 

developed by combustion of the fuel in the combustion chamber is, however, higher than the bp and is called 

the indicated power (ip). Of the power developed by the engine, i.e., energy is consumed to overcome the 

friction between the moving parts, some in the air induction process and the elimination of the combustion 

products from the engine combustion chamber. 

Indicated Power 

It is the power developed in the cylinder and, therefore, constitutes the basis for evaluating the efficiency of 

combustion or the release of heat in the cylinder. The difference between ip and bp is called frictional power 

(fp). 

Mean Effective Pressure 

The mean effective pressure is defined as a hypothetical / mean pressure which is presumed to act on the 

piston along the power stroke. If the mean effective pressure is based on bp, the mean effective brake 

pressure is called and, if based on ihp, it is called the mean effective indicated pressure. 

Specific Output 

The specific output of a motor is defined as the braking power (output) per displacement unit of the piston 

Volumetric Efficiency 

The volumetric efficiency of a motor is an indication of the extent to which the engine fills its swept volume. It 

is defined as the ratio between the mass of air induced in the engine cylinder during the intake stroke and the 

mass of the air corresponding to the sweep volume of the engine at atmospheric pressure and temperature. 

Alternatively, it can be defined as the ratio of the actual volume inhaled during the suction stroke measured in 

the suction conditions and the scan volume of the piston. 

Fuel-Air Ratio (F/A) 

The fuel-air ratio (F / A) is the ratio between the fuel mass and the mass of air in the fuel and air mixture. The 

air-fuel ratio (A / F) is reciprocal with respect to the air-fuel ratio. The fuel-air ratio of the mixture influences 

the combustion phenomenon since it determines the speed of propagation of the flame, the release of heat 

into the combustion chamber, the maximum temperature and the completion of combustion. 

The relative fuel-air ratio is defined as the ratio between the actual air-fuel ratio and the stoichiometric air / 

fuel ratio required to burn the fuel supplied. Fuel-air stoichiometric ratio is the ratio of fuel to air is one in 

which the fuel is completely burned due to the minimum amount of air supplied. 

Brake Specific Fuel Consumption 

Specific fuel consumption is defined as the amount of fuel consumed per unit of braking power developed per 

hour. It is a clear indication of the efficiency with which the engine develops the power from the fuel. 

Thermal Efficiency and Heat Balance 

The thermal efficiency of a motor is defined as the relationship between the performance and that of the 

input of chemical energy in the form of a fuel feed. It can be based on the indicated brake or output. It is the 

true indication of the efficiency with which the chemical energy of the fuel (input) is converted into 

mechanical work. The thermal efficiency also represents the efficiency of combustion, ie the fact that the 

entire chemical energy of the fuel is not converted into thermal energy during combustion. 

The basic measures that must be performed to evaluate the performance of an engine in almost all tests are 

as follows: 

• Fuel o su ptio  

• Air consumption 

• s oke de sit  

• B ake po e  

• Po e  of the i di ated ho se a d f i tio  ho sepo e  

• The heat goes to the ooli g ate  

• Heat is a out to e d 

• E haust gas a al sis. 
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In addition to the above, a large number of other measurements may be necessary, depending on the purpose 

of the test. 

Firing Order 

The ignition order is the feed sequence of each cylinder in a multi-cylinder reciprocating engine. 

This is achieved by lighting the spark plugs in a petrol engine in the correct order or by the fuel injection 

sequence in a diesel engine. When designing an engine, choosing a correct ignition order is essential to 

minimize vibrations, improve engine balance and achieve smooth operation; long engine life and user 

comfort, and has a great influence on the design of the crankshaft. 

Furthermore, there are three factors that must be taken into consideration before deciding on the order of 

optimal ignition of an engine. These are: 

(i) Engine vibrations 

(ii) Engine cooling and 

(iii)Development of back pressure 

 
Consider that the cylinder number 1 of the four-cylinder engine, shown in Fig., Fires first. A pressure p, 

generated in cylinder number 1, will give a force equal to {pA [b / (a + b)]} and {pA [a / (a + b)]} in both 

bearings A and B respectively. The load on bearing A is much more than the load on bearing B. If the next 

cylinder is cylinder number 2, this unbalance in the load on the two bearings would further aggravate the 

problem of balancing the vibrations of the crankshaft and causing severe engine vibrations. If we shoot at 

cylinder number 3 after cylinder number 1, the load can be distributed more or less evenly. 

Also, consider the effect of the ignition sequence on engine cooling. When the first cylinder is fired, its 

temperature increases. If the next cylinder that fires is number 2, the part of the engine between cylinder 

number 1 and 2 overheats. If the third cylinder is then activated, the superheat moves to the part between 

cylinders 2 and 4. We see that the task of the cooling system becomes very difficult because it is necessary to 

cool more in one place than in other places and this requires a Great voltage in the cooling system. If the third 

cylinder is activated after the first one, the overheating problem can be controlled to a greater extent. 

Then, consider the flow of exhaust gases in the exhaust pipe. After firing the first cylinder, the exhaust gases 

flow into the exhaust pipe. If the next cylinder fired is the cylinder number 2, we find that before the gases 

discharged from the first cylinder come out of the exhaust pipe, the gases expelled from the second cylinder 

try to reach them. This would require that the exhaust pipe be enlarged. Otherwise, the back pressure would 

increase and the possibility of a reverse flow would appear. If instead of firing the cylinder number 2, the 

cylinder number 3 is triggered, then, when the gases discharged by the cylinder 3 enter the exhaust pipe, the 

gases of the cylinder 1 would have enough time to travel the distance between the cylinder 1 and the cylinder 

3 thus prevents the development of a high back pressure. 

It should be noted that, to a certain extent, all three of the above requirements are contradictory and 

therefore a commitment is required. 

Valve timing diagram 

The valve timing diagram is defined as a graphical representation of the opening and closing events of the inlet 

and outlet valves during a complete engine cycle. 

Its importance is to optimize valve timing events for a modern high-speed internal combustion engine in order 

to improve fuel economy during idling at high speed and allowing a lower fuel / air ratio during the i iDLE. The 

method is based on an analytical treatment of the instantaneous relationship between the valve flow area and 

the changes in the cylinder volume that occur due to the movement of the piston. 
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Actual Opening and closing of Inlet Valve:  

The inlet valve opens 10 to 30 degrees before the piston reaches the top dead center (TDC) during a suction 

port and can only be closed after 30 degrees to 40 degrees after the piston reaches and leaves the BDC at start 

of the compression stroke. 

Reason: 

The reason for doing this is to facilitate silent motor operation at high speeds. The intake valves are designed 

to work slowly to avoid noise and therefore it is necessary to provide sufficient time for the mixture of air and 

fuel to enter the cylinder. Therefore, the valves open before the actual BDC. Since the inlet valve is a small 

opening, the sufficient mixture does not enter the cylinder in such a short time, since the piston reaches the 

BDC. Therefore, the inlet valve is kept open for a period of time after the BDC, to facilitate a sufficient flow of 

load into the cylinder. 

Actual Opening and closing of Exhaust Valve:  

The exhaust valve opens from 30 degrees to 60 degrees before the TDC in the exhaust stroke and can only 

close after 80-10 at the start of the suction stroke. 

Reason: 

The gases inside the cylinder have a higher pressure even after the expansion stroke; this higher pressure 

allows exiting the cylinder through the exhaust valve, reducing the work that the engine piston has to do to 

expel these gases. In this way, the exhaust valve opens before the piston reaches the BDC, which allows the 

gas to escape by itself and the remaining gases to be expelled by the upward movement of the piston. When 

the piston reaches the TDS, if the exhaust valve closes as in the diagram in real time, a certain amount of 

exhaust gas will be compressed and will remain inside the cylinder and will be brought to the next cycle as 

well. To avoid this, the exhaust valves can only close a certain time after the piston reaches the TDS. 

Heat balance sheet 

A thermal balance is an account of the heat supplied and the heat used in various ways in the system. The 

necessary information on engine performance is derived from the thermal balance. The heat balance is usually 

performed based on seconds, minutes or minutes. 

The engine must be equipped with a load arrangement suitable for measuring the braking power of the 

engine. Measures are also taken to measure the amount of air drawn in, the amount of fuel consumed, the 

temperature of the cooling water at the inlet and the outlet of the amount of cooling water from the 

circulating engine and the temperature of the exhaust gases. 

The heat supplied to the engine is only in the form of fuel – heat and is equal to. 

Qs = mf x C.V 

Where, 

mf = mass of fuel used in kg/min 

C.V = Calorific value of fuel in KJ /kg 

The various ways in which the heat is utilized are 

1. Heat equivalent to break power of the engine.  

2. Heat carried away by the cooling water  

3. Heat carried away by the exhaust gases  

4. Unaccounted heat losses. 

Heat equivalent to B.P: 

The brake power in KW is converted into KJ/min 
QB.P = B.P x 60 KJ/min 

Heat carried away by the cooling water: (Qw)  

Heat carried away by the exhaust gases: (Qg)  

Unaccounted heat losses: 

Qun = Qs - (Q.B.P + Qw + Qg )  in KJ / min 
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Heat Balance Sheet  

S No Particulars 
              
Credits 

 

  KJ/min   % 

1 Qs   

2 QBP   

3 Qw   

4 Qg   

5 Qun   

 Total   
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We hope you find these notes useful. 

You can get previous year question papers at  

https://qp.rgpvnotes.in . 

 

If you have any queries or you want to submit your 

study notes please write us at 

rgpvnotes.in@gmail.com 
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